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After a devastating act of war by the Whisperers, Rick must chart a path for his community. But

when his leadership is questioned, how will he respond? Collects THE WALKING DEAD #145-150.
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No Turning Back is issues 145-150 of the popular The Walking Dead comics! As we pick up again

along the horrible fence that the Whisperers put up, nothing is ever gonna be the same for everyone

until the Whispers are dealt with, once and for all. With Rick having to tell everyone the sad news, it

sets off the motion that Rick can't be trusted to keep everyone safe. It takes Rick getting advice from

a very dark source for the people to believe in him again and for them to want to defend their home

from the Whisperers!This might be a slow volume but after what had happened in the last volume,

it's totally understood. You get the sense of loss and anger that is coming from the people after what

had happened and it sets us up for what is to come in the near future in the comics! I so want to see

that evil person locked up in Rick's basement on the show like in the comics and to have Rick

actually take advice from him, only time will tell!!Thank You to Robert Kirkman for having this kinda

quiet volume that will lead to what appears be an all out war with the Whisperers!!This book came

from my own personal Library!

Easily the best ongoing series available in my honest opinion. This series (Graphic Novels) is

consistently throwing jabs at your heart and mind. You will NOT regret purchasing this, just make



sure you start from Volume 1. There is honestly not a bad volume in the series and the story and

pace never slows gets boring or repeats itself. It also will not let go of your heart or mind. Many

times you will find yourself thinking to yourself, asking..."What would I do?"If you or a friend consider

yourselves to be even the slightest bit of a "fan" of either the AMC TV series "The Walking Dead" or

"Fear The Walking Dead" you will not want to miss reading this ongoing series. It is a very easy

read, yet not "dumb'ed down" if you will, in the least. I can't put it down. Be aware though, just like

the TV series, this is NOT for young readers.Robert Kirkman...What a plot, what a story...pure

genius!

If you're caught up with the comic book series, this is what I would call a "filler" edition. It's the

aftermath of the massive attack of Alpha and the "whisperers" and while it lacks action/retaliation,

it's one of those editions where Rick is more or less weighing his options. Still a great read, as are

all of the walking dead GN's. I expect the next addition will be more action packed!!

Negen is training Rick, grooming him to be just like him! Not as much of a cliffhanger as the last but

lots up in the air. I think Alpha is predictable. Looking forward to the next. I think Dwight will

recognize Negen in Rick's new tactics. If so, I'll keep reading.

Build up for the next volume. Every episode can't be the most action filled and suspenseful. It takes

time to build a decent story arc.

These comics just keep getting better and better

Negan makes this particular volume very much worthwhile.

Everything I was expecting! I loved this!
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